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ntersubjectivity 
Charles Spezzano, Ph.D. 

PSYCHOANALYSIS ntigbt have ended up being the 
simplest to describe of all psychological treatments. Pa-
1ients talk as freely as they want and can. The analyst 
listens carefully and intervenes when he or she bas 
something to say that has a reasonable chance of being 
~ to the patient-useful because it ultimately illll
minates some aspect of how the patient's mind works 
unconsciously. The patient, as subject, takes the analyst 
as object and through transference creates a phantasy 

. analyst who will gratify wishes or he an obstacle to their 
.mlfillment. The analyst, as subject, then takes the pa
tient as object and applies the collective knowledge of 
the psychoanalytic commtmity, in effect saying to the 
patient: "We know from psychoanalysis that the way 
~ur mind works to create these ideas and fttlinf,1 •hollt 
me and others is the following.• Then the analyst offe:is 
an interpretation. 

Gradllally, howevet; in all schools of psychoanalysis, 
that picture underwent a significant change. The change 
involved adding another layer to a full aooount of the an
alytic process. In this new layer; labeled intersubjective, 
the patient and analyst are both subjects. An easy way to 
think of this is to use a tennis analogy. In the subject-

object model-taken to a pillC extreme-the analyst 
ntigbt be viewed as a tennis coach who watches the pa
tient hit balls being served to hirn or her by a machine 
or by a neutral person across the net. The analyst ob
serves and comments on bow the patient plays, hope
fully helping the patient understand why be or she bits 
the ball well, hits it poorly, or misses it. If the patient 
implicated the analyst in her or his performance, direct
ing loving or bating feelings toWard the analyst-object, 
the analyst-subject could interpret what was leading 
the mind of the pati.ent (now object of the analyst) to 
think and feel the way it was doing. In the intasubjec
tive model, the analyst is always on the court and is al
ways hitting the ball back and forth with the patient, 
even though in a coach-student type of asymmetrical ar
rangement. The patient ntigbt see the analyst as being 
helpful or as hitting too bard, not trying hard enough, or 
not being interested enough, among other gratifying, 
anxiety-laden, or angry images of the analyst. The ana
lyst, in this intersubjective model, is encouraged to 
consider the patient's view of the analyst not as being 
p\lTC phantasy but as being a phantasy-observation 
mix or as existing on a continuum between phantasy 
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and observation. 11 the patient stopped an initial inter• 
view or • session during an analy~s and said, "How did 
we end up talking about me in this way/• the analyst 
would not say, "Well, because your mind has revealed 
itself to work the way we are talking about it, 1ust tra.nS· 

lated lhrough my psychoanalytic concepts and vocab
ulary: but instead would say, "Well, because our minds 
working together have shaped a model of how your 
mind operates.• 

All psychoanalysts have become more aware of the 
intersubjcctivc dimension of their work. For some, thts 
means mainly paying arrennon to what is happening 
in the patient-therapist interaction u,erhaps mainly as 
one source of evidence from which to build an interpre• 
tation about how the patient's mind is m'Cahng 1tSCifl. 
For others, it might mc,in prioritiZing moments when 
the,c is palpable tenSion tn the analytic relationship. For 
still others, it goes beyond focusing atccnuon on and 
prioritizing "what's happening between us right now• 
to include tedu,.iques usually in-olving around the an· 
alyst saying something about what the analyst believes 
his or her role has been 10 a clirucal event (including 
disclosures of what the analyst understands about his 
or her emotional response to the patient and specula• 
tion about how he or she might have contributed to 
tension or momentary breakdown in the an.alytic rela • 
tionship). 

All thrce of these inrersubjcctive perspectmS have 
been fed not only by cl.inkal expenence and psychoana• 
lytic theory development but also by research and the
ory occuning in the fields of infant development and 
neuroscicnce.. I gm just a few samples oC thoughts about 
mtersub1cctiv1ty currently circulating in those fields. 
These samples do not aun to do 1ustice to these vast 
bodies of literature but only to whet the reader's appe• 
tire wuh brief quotes from those bterarures that illus• 
trate why they have piqued cliniaa.ns' interest. 

ln the field of neuroscience, the Italian researcher 
Vittorio Callese (2009), reflecting on the typC of brain 
cell that has come to be called a mirror neuron. sug• 
gested that such cells underbe a human capac1ty-em• 
bodied simulation-that offers •• model of pou:ntial 
interest" (p. 519) for why intersubjectivity might turn 
out to ground the human condition. Mirror neurons, 
which appear to allow us to actually produce, without 
motor acuvity, an internal facsimile of what we see 
someone else doing or experiencing !including what he 
•r she is likely to be feeling), thus might be what pro• 
-~- tl>~~~gjcal ground for Freud's II 926) hypothe• 

~'1tf1J' - ~ it only by empathy that we know the 
•,tt'l!Cero f-rs1chic life other than our own• (p. I 04). 

~')t)• 

Textbook of Psychoanalysis. Second Edition 

In infant rcsurch, Daniel Stern 12004) argued that 
engaging in mutually coordinated mother-baby ex
changes IS something we are compelled to do from binh 
and therefore rcliccts "an innate, prima,y system of mo
tivanon, essenoal for species survtVal, and has a starus 
like sex or attachment" (p. 97). As WUU11eott once put 

1t: "There is no such thing as a baby ... il you show me 
a baby you certainly show me also someone caring for 
the baby" (alleged to have been said during a lecture; 
quoted in Abram I 997, pp. 2--3). 

Surommg up both the neurosacnce and tnfant de• 
velopment evidence for an innate intersubjcctive di· 
mension of human psychology, infancy researcher and 
psychoanalyst Robert Emde (2009) hypothesized: 
"The self is a social self to begin with .... Moreover, re• 
search indicates that, from infancy, innately given 
brain processes support social reciprocity and the de· 
•'Clopment• of a quahry he calls "wt•ness• (p. 556). 

In this chapter I provide a brief account of the cmcr• 
gence of this intersubjcctive perspective into psycho
analysis. Starting with the introduction of the term 
mtersubiectivity itSelf into the psychoanalytic liter•• 
ture by Stolorow, Atwood, and Ross dunng the 1970s 
and 1980s (Atwood and Stolorow I 984; Stolorow et al 
1978), the discussion then movcs back in time to pre
cursors of intersUbjcctiviry in the writing,'s of ferenczi, 
Sulbvan, Fairbairn, Winmcott, Klem, Bion, and Kohut. 
Then the chapter returns to the present for an overview 
of how this inrcrsubjectivc attitude has increasingly in• 
formed analytic tb.mking across many schools of psy
choanalysis. 

Roots of the Term 
lntersubjecfivity in 
Psychoanalysis 

Although the roots of intcrsubjecuviry might be traced 
to Ferenczi, Sullivan, Wumicou, or Kohut, its current 
life within psychoan.alysis ·was launched by Stolorow, 
Atwood,andRossbctween 1978and 1988. Whileagree
mg that patients come to analytic ucatmcnts with 
systems of meanings and org.tniz.ing principles (tlat 
mllucncc their thoughts, feelings, decisions, and rela
tionships) formed during development, they argued 
that the source of these subjective psychologies is not 
mainly repressed wishes wamng to be discovered by 
analysts of anxiety and resistance through inte,preta• 
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tion alone. Rather, they are preicflective meaning sys
tems that, as St0lorow put it in 1988, are 

lifted into awareness through an intersubjectivc dia
logue to which the analyst contributes his empathic 
understanding. 1b say that subjective reality is artic
ulated, rather than <liscovercd or created, not only ac
knowledges the conaibution of the analyst's empathic 
attunement and interpretations in bringing these 
prcrellectivc structures of experience into awai=iess. 
It also uhs into a<:count the shaping of this reality by 
the analyst's org;iniziag "<:tivity, because it is ·the an
alyst's psycl,ological struccures that delimit and cir
cumscribe his capacity for specific empathic resonance. 

- IStolorow 1988, p. 336) 

What Stolorow was describing might be put in sev
eral related ways: the psychological phenomenon we 
call consciousness is the result of minds in intetaction; 
that which each of us calls Nmy self" is a history of ex
periences created in interaction with others; it is "the 
recognition that the other person is central to the for
mation of the self" (Elliott 1992, p. 237, drawing on 
the work of Adorno aod Mareuse); and the "pre-reflec
tiv~ sell is an accumulation of affective experiences, 
many of which have never been articulated ( Socarides 
and Stolorow 1984). The ways in which this is and has 
been true for each patient will be a critical pan- of the 
analytic treatment of that patient. 

The patient brings his or her idiosyncratic under
standing of his or her self to the therapy. The clinician 
brings such a self-understanding as well but also brings 
a pollective psychoanalytic and therapeutic self, shaped 
through immersion in the thinking of the community 
of clinicians known as psychoanalysts. Eventually, the 
two a:rticwau-or, moving even further along the con
tinuum from intrapsychic to intersubjective, we could 
say create-shared understandings of how the mind of 
the patient works unconsciously. 

One might extrapolate from Stolorowthat the fullest 
expansion of the patient's subjectivity would be helped 
most by the therapist being aware of how his or her 
subjectivity might block the patient from completing this 
task. Therapeutic progress, whether it unfolds during 
an hour-long interview or a IO-year analysis, derives 
from the clinician increasingly getting out of the way, 
using Jess theory, and learning to help the patient co
narr.tte (Spezzano 1993) the patient's story in his or her 
owo way. If there are problems with the story, they will 
be exposed by this co-narrating. The process is less like 
a novice student of the Napoleonic Wais coming to see 
things more clearly by studying with a professor who 
(together with her or his colleagues) has been studying 
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that series of events for years, and more like a novclis1 
bringing a manuscript to a paid editoL They go over i1 
~ and again, sharing their different perspectives, 
asking different questions, agreeing that one way oJ 
telling the story makes most sense to both of them (oi 
not) and repeating such processes over and over; 

Early Precursors of 
lntersubjectivity 

Ferenczi 

Aiguably, the first serious intersubjective analytic the
orist was Sandor Ferenczi. He argued in the 1930s that 
patients often have had their egos' self-reflective capac
ities severely diminished by the constant shocks deliv
ered by parents aod other early caretakers. The pan of 
the ego that could make good decisions was split off 
and saved, but that leaves the child reliant on enema! 
egos. In other words, the decision-ma.king ego is split 
off; then it is imagined to exist in some other mind, 
and then one subjectively experiences oneself as reliant 
on those minds. Ferenczi wrote in his clinical diary 
(published in 1995): "Without any change in the exter
nal situation or in the ego's capacity for endurance, the 
return of the psychic situation can only result in disin
tegration and reconStrUction• (Ferenczi et al. 1995, 
p. 182). Ferenczi, therefore, recommends "help through 
suggestion, when energy flags; shaking up, encourag
ing wordsN (p. 182). 

This analytic attitude of "when you cannot break 
out of a psychic prison alone, we'll have to do it to
gether• was first articulated by Ferenczi. Ferenczi em
phasi2ied the affective state one person evokes in another 
and, applying this emphasis to the therapy situation, the
orized that symptoms eDlelge and hide, in part, because 
of unconscious and inadvertent safe and unsafe con
texts for those symptoms created by the analyst. The 
patient's repressed and dissociated thoughts and feel
ings will continue to be eiq,ressed only in familiar symp
toms and ways of relating until the analyst creates a 
possibility for them tO appear in less disguised ways. 
As Borgogno (2004 J concluded: "This was to be the 

-task that Ferenczi would set himself identifying in the 
affective life of the patient and taking upon his ow-n 
per.;on, and upon his owo body, the possible passage of 
suffering that produced the symptoms• (p. 7). 
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Sullivan 

Another forerunner to the intersubjective attitude fie., 
the notion of no such thing as stand-alone one-person 
psychic phenomena) is found in the wri~ of Harry 
Stack Sullivan. As early as 1937, Sullivan foreshadowed 
the contemporary intersubjective notion that •the sub
jective CJ<perience of each party is inseparable from that 
of the other" /Natterson and Friedman J 995, p. 129): 
"Information can arise only from explicit or implicit 
attempts roward communication with other persons. 
One has information only to the extent that one has 
tended to communicate one's states of being, one's 
experience• !Sullivan 1937, p. 17). As Gerard Ouza. 
nowski (1977) summed up Sullivan's interpersonal psy
choanalytic perspective; "Inherently human character
istics rest neither inside nor outside of the person. They 
are pan of an ecolologic unit that can never be divided• 
/p. 115). This perSpective led Sullivanian analysts tO 
emphasize, intersubjectively, "What's going on here 
between us1• as a key question in all therapy sessions, at 
least as much as they emphasize, intrapsychically, 
"What's going on in the mind of the patient?• 

Fairbairn 

In the United Kingdom, W. Ronald Fairbai.rn's work 
ran pa,alleI to Sullivan's in time /the 1930s and 1940s), 
but with more of an emphasis on showing how early 
intefpersonal events lead ro adult intrapsychic phanta
sies. Fairbairn had returned to Freud to ask why the af. 
feet of sexual excitement should be a source of univer
sal anxiety and conflict. He argued that it w,,• because ro 
experience that affective state as pleasurable and to en
joy it unconflictedly, the child would need caretakers 
who showed excitement about the child's e:xcitemenL 
Even good mothers of healthy infants will have moments 
of anxietY, distress, depression, or angerwhen their baby 
tries to engage th.em excitedly. If there are too many 
such moments, the infant will withdraw into a sch.iz. 
oid stare. Then, turning to Klein's emphasis on aggres
sion as the source of anxietY, defonse, and conflict, Fait
bairn argued that if the child's aggressive excitement is 
met with rejection, the child will end up depressed, be
cause in order to form a secure engagement with the 
mothe.1; the child has ro give up pan of his or her emo
tional self: his or her anger. This is a significant loss 
md is therefore accompanied by depression. As Fair
bairn (1941 I SUJnnUriz,,d the dilemnu: 

Textbook of Psychoanalysis. Second Editt6n 

The great problem of the schizoid illdividuai is how to 
love without destroying by love, whereas the great 
problem of the depressive individual is how to love 
without destroyi:ag by hate. These are r:wo very differ. 
cm problems ... it is the disposal of his hate, nther than 
the disposal ol his love, that constitutes the great diffi. 
culty of the depressive indmdual. Fonnidable as this 
diffirulty is, the depressive is at any rate spared the dev
astating CJJ)ericnce ol fttliog that his love is bad Sintt 
bis love at any ate seems good, he remains inherently 
capable of a libidinal relationship with outer objects in 
a sense in which the schm>id is not. (p. 2711 

Fairbairn (19521 took his understanding of the inter
nal object relations of the depressive and schizoid per
sonalities into the intersubjective realm at the develop
mental and clinical levels of psychoanalytic discourse. 
DevelopmentalJY, he thought that depressive and schiz. 
oid personalities result from actual excessive maternal 
rejection of, respectively, hate or love. He emphasized 
that the precursor ro this intrapsychic maintenance op
eration is an actual interpersonaJ maneuver in which the 
child relates to the rejecting mother as though she were 
registering excessive hate or bad libidinal excitement 
from the child, and he suppresses his aggression and sub
dues his excitement. The actual affective self splitS be
fore the splitting is represented. So, at the clinical level of 
psychoanalytic discourse, the analysis of the schizoid 
personality has to include new experience of more reoog
nition and acceptance of excitement about the analyst 
whenevex that appears. Fairbairn saw !what he then be
lieved to be all too frequent) interpretation of excitement 
about ·the analyst as damaging to the schizoid person's 
residual capacity to come out of hiding and feel/show ex
citement about others again. In a more general intersul>
jective sense, he made the interesting observation that 
the psychoanalytic method is las we now label it) a third 
thing that is needed and will be used by the first tw0 
~t and analyst 

In g,,neraJ, I cannot help £.eliog that any tendency to 
adhere with pronounced rigidity to the details of the 
classic psycho-analyticaJ technique, as standardm,d by 
Freu.d more than hali a century ago, is liable to dden
sive exploitation, bowe.er unconscious this may be, in 
the interests of the analyst and at th,, expense of the 
patient; and certainly any tendency to treat the classic 
technique as sacrosanct raises the SUSpicioo that an cl
ement of such a dcfcnsive exploitation is at work. fur. 
the,;. it seems to me that a complete stultification of 
the itherapcutic aim is involved in any demand, 
whether explicit or implicit, that the patient must con
form to the =ture of the therapeutic method rather 
than, that the method must conform to the requuc
mcnts of the patient. (Failbaim 1958, pp. 378-3791 
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Winnicott 

Dotiald Winnicott, tOO, focused on the maternal envi
ronment in which development occurred. He was espe
cially interested in how well a mother/caregiver 
attended to what the infam showed interest-excitement 
toward and then facilitated the infant's doing what it 
wanted to do with what it found in its environment
his view of early creativity. He argued that psychoana
lytic technique should eobaore the patient's ability to 

recogni2e what he or she wanted to do and have (in the 
world and with others) and that the way to provide this 
help therapeuticallywas for the clinician to be used by the 
patient in ways the patient wanted. When these ways 
deviated from the psychoanalytic frame, Wmnicott sug
pted methods that overlapped with those of Ferenczi 
(decades earlier): let the patient use you-th.at is, treat 
many (of course, not all) of the patient's requests and 
demands to be dealt with and related to in specific ways 
(not what you, the clinician, might ordinarily do} as 
opportunities to bring alive the patient's true self. 

Klein and Bion 
Positioning Melanie Klein's theories as part of the evolu
tion of an intersubjective view of human psychology and 
Qf psychoanalysis JeqUires us to focus on her notion of 
projective identification (Klein 1946), which launched 
within Kleioian theormog an attention to unconscious 
affective communication and therefore to intersubjectiv
ity (although Klein herself did not move it from the intra
psychic to the intersubjective realm of experienre). This 
thread or pOtential in Klein's thinlting was realized by 
Wilfred Bion. The baby; as viewed by Bion, is subject to 
sensations and affects. These are e:xperienred, revealed, 
and communicated as fragments of mental experienre 
that he called beta elements. The mother has to take 
these in and metabolize them, using her alpha function. 
If she does this successfully and communicates her men
tal state bade to the infant, the infant ha_s the l>Ppooiog 
of something he or she can, in tum, metaboli2e and, as 
cognitive development allows, reilect up0n. 

Kohut 

Just as Bion developed his own theory out of his previ
ous immersion in Kleiniao theory; Heinz Kohut broke 
oH from American ego psychology in the 1970s by 3Jg1.1-

ing for therapy to be an experienre in which patients 

regained access to healthy excitement and assertiveoes 
about which they had become ashamed. 1n addition, h 
argued, when patients reject the therapist's intetpreta 
tion, the mst thought of the therapist should be that tb 
interpretation had inadvertently rejected an aspect o 
the patient's self that the patient was trying to havi 
known and accepted. Thus, brealG!owos in analysis an 
best understood, at fust, not as due to transferenre dis 
tortions but as empathic failures !which will happen iI 
every analysis and should not be seen as something tha 
wrecks a therapy but as an opp0rtunity to focus oo th, 
patient's history of experience of empathic failures, righ 
up to and including the analysis}. For example, in hi: 
paper on the two analyses of Mr. Z, Kohut I 1979) argue: 
that the patient needed to hear the analyst say it Wa! 

understandable that Mr. Z became enraged when he felJ 
his analyst did not relate to him in the way he believe,: 
he was due. If the analyst does not find the emergence ol 

specific bad feelings in his or her patients to be under
standable, then the clinical problem is not simply rhf 

distwbing quality of the affect but also that the analys1 
does not understand the perspective of the patient well 
enough_ 

Contemporary Versions 
of the lntersubjective 
Attitude 

Greenberg and Mitchell 

Seeing these developments-variously thought about as 
intersubjective, interpersonal, and object relatiotial
happening across a variety of psychoanalytic theories, 
Jay Greenberg and Stephen Mitchell I I 983} pulled to
gether the ideas of many theorists to argue that there 
were twO main trends in psychoanalytic theorizing. In 
one, following Freud, the building blocks of the uncon
scious mind are endogenously arising wishes derived 
from sexual and aggressive drives. 1n the othei; the build
ing blocks of the unconscious mind are representations 
of relational experiences. Mitchell (1988) went on to 
theorize that n(m]ind has been redefined from a set of 
predetermined structures emC®Dg from inside an indi
vidual organism to transactional patterns and intertial 
structures derived from an interactive, interpersonal 
field* fp. 17J and that life and psychoanalysis are best 
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understood as what I would call team activities (Mitch
ell 1993, 1997). Mitchell's intersubjective attitude em
phasized the need of eacb patient for a eust0mized rela
tionship within which psychoanalytic interpretations 
have an optimal chance to become useful. 

The Barangers and 
the Bastion 

During the same year, 1983, th.at Greenbeig and Mitch
ell's book was published, in South America the attitude 
we are calling inteISUbjective was clearly articulated in 
the work of Madeleine and Willy Baranger and Jorge 
Mom (Baranger et al 1983; see also Baranger 1993). 
The Barangers' theory of the bipersonal analytic field is 
a seminal contribution to intersubjective thinking. 1n 
this theory; the analyst and patient define eacb other
in other words, they give each other the roles they will 
play out in the analytic field. 1n this field, the two char
acters form a new psychic structure in which they, in 
tum, find themselves involved in a process that has a 
sort of life of its own, definitely dynamic and evolving, 
and having the potential for creativity (not just reveal
ing and adjusting pathology). For this dynamic and cre
ative process to emerge in its most positive form, the 
analyst must deal with a form of impasse they called 
the bastion : 

Each of us Jl05Sesses, explicitly or not, a kind of per
sonal coun=nsferential dictionaJY (bodily experi
cncc-.s, movement fantasies, appearance of ce.rta.ill 
ima~, etc.I which indicates the moments in which 
one abandons one's attitude of •suspended atte:ntion" 
and proceeds to the second look, qucstio~ oneself 
as to what is happening in the analytic situation. 
These a,untertransfcrenti.al indicators which provide 
the second look lead us to reaJiz.e that within the field 
exists an immobiliud structure which is slowing 
down or paralysing the process. We have named this 
Struaure the "bastion_• (Baranger ct al. I 983, p. 21 

So in the Barangers' view, we have not only the psy
chic structuze of the patient and of the analyst but also a 
third psychic structure in the room_ The bastion, run
ning silent, only manifests itself indirectly. It surfaces 
through a jointly created enactment (a dramatic scene, 
if you will) played out by the two characters. In this 
drama, the patient and analyst play some other roles 
than patient and analyst (e.g., father and daughtei; an
gry lovers), but in secret- Jlecognizing the bastion as an 
intersubjective creation and interpreting its existence 
and its impact on the analytic process are critical. 

Textbook of Psychoanalysis. Second Edition 

Ogden's Analytic Third 
Although the Barangers had suggested the notion of an 
intersubjective analytic "third" in the 1980s, it was 
Thomas Ogden (1994, 2004) who labeled it and concep
tuafued it as a normal part of analytic work 1n Ogden's 
(I 9941 scheme, "IT]he analyst attempts to recognise, 
understand and verbally symbolise for bimself and the 
analysand the speci.lic nature of the moment-to-moment 
interplay of the analyst's subjective experience, the sub
jective experience of the analysand and the interSubjec
tively generated experience of the analytic pair (the ex
perience of the analytic third)" (p. 3). What em~ into 
consciousness in the mind of the analyst during a ses
sion does not derive solely from the analyst's empathic 
reception of the patient's associations and the ana
lyst's countertranSference but also from "the analyst as 
a creation of the analytic intersubjectivity" {p. 81. The 
analyst has to treat that •motley collection of psycho
logical states that seem to reOect the analyst's narcissistic 
self-absorption, obsessional rumination, day-dreaming. 
sexual fantasising, and so on• (p. 9) as also containing 
potential evidence about the unconscious psychology 
of the patient-

In other words, when we are interacting with an
other person, we cannot direcdy receive communica
tions from the unconscious of the other, nor can our 
unconscious put anything directly into our conscious
ness. Everything is mediated by a third unconscious 
subject that, during analysis, produces associations 
in the mind of the analyst in which are hidden clues 
about both the workings of the unconscious of the 
patient and the wor~ of the unconscious of the an
alyst_ 

Benjamin's lntersubjectivity 
Ogden's ideas, as is true of all the ideas covered in this 
chapter, are attempts to conceptual.i2e the ways in which 
when minds interact, the result is not simply the sum 
of its parts. Yet those parllr-the two subjects interact
ing-also continue to draw our attention, as clinicians 
and theorists, as well as the attention of the interacting 
subjects. Jessica Benjamin ( 1990) wanted to balance 
"the complementarity of intrapsychic and interSUbjec
tive aspects of self-development• (p. 331 by bighlight
ing the critical importance to development and psy
choanalysis of mutual recognition by the subjects 
involved in any interaction. She wrote: "The develop
ment of the capaciry for mutual recognition can be 
conceived as a separate trajectory from the intemation-
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:ilization of object relations. The subject gradually be· 
mmes able to recognize the other person's subjectivity, 
&veloping the capacity for attunement and tolerance 
etilifference" IP-33J. 
• ·The analyst and the patient will not end any anal• 

• having a shared understanding of everything they 
found to be important. An equally therapeutic out• 
mme, we might conclude, following Benjamin, is be· 

at peace with the enduring differences about what 
~pects of the self of the patient and the self of the an

t have been revealed during the analysis, as well as 
• ng with the enduring differences in their stories 
ut what happened (and what did not happen) in the 

.analysis-especially moments when there was a break• 
down in their relationship that might lend itself to 
png-ponging blame but that, after a good analysis, will 
lie seen as similar to a busted play in a sporting event: 
-we-tried to do X, but it did not work so well at certain 
-,ments. Otto Kernberg. for example, once said to .an 
-angry patient: "Do you think that you can tolerate our 
working together while each of us acknowledges to the 
uther that our views are completely different?» (Kem· 
~ 1982, p. 521). That question is being asked in all 
cherapies and all relationships, according to the inter· 
subjective pexspective. 

Natterson's and Friedman's 
Clinical lntersubjectivity 
Similarly, Raymond Friedman and Joseph Natterson 
fl999) reminded us that analyric events, liJce all human 
events, are ambiguous and complex. Analysts need to 
be aware that the "recognition of co-responsibility is 
the enabling event for understanding and for construc
tive outcome" (Friedman and Nattpson 1999). All ther• 

.apies have moments where patients become concerned 
:and/or angry about how some session, period of ther
apy, or entire therapy did not go as well as hoped or ex
pected. This has always been as troublesome an aspect 
of clinical work as a patient finding analysis and/or the 
analyst to be libidinally exciting. An intersubjective at• 
titude suggests that the initial approach to this is not 
so much "Where are these ideas and feelings coming 
from in the mind of the patient!• as "How has our work
ing together led to these (sexually excited or angry) 
thoughts and feelings?» If a clinician is interviewing a 
patient in an initial meeting (whether in an em~ 
department or an office) and the patient becomes an• 
noyed and claims the therapist is not "getting it/ then 
the intersubjective attitude suggests that the failure to 
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communicate is due to a mixture of how the patient is 
explaining the situation and bow the clinician is trans
lating and talking about it. With that attitude, the cli
nician would start with something like •oo you think 
you're having trouble expressing what's going on in
side, or am I putting my own spin on what you're say
ing and in the process changing it too much! Or PCI· 
haps both!* Or he or she might say: "I'm having trouble 
understanding what you're trying to tell me, or if I am 
getting it, then my way of putting it back to you doesn't 
convey that I understand. That's adding frustration with 
me to the bad feelings you came in with.• 

1n that scenario, the patient might be viewed as try
ing to use the analyst as an object, and the analyst is 
acknowledging that he or she has not been as pliable as 
the patient wants or needs. When one of us tries to use 
another in this way (wanting the other to be com• 
pletely pliable to our imagined casting of them into a 
role), we are actually making the other less useful over
all. The therapist knows that the patient is ultimately 
making him or her less useful by N>nfining him or her 
to a limited role feven if at moments we might agree to 
be temporarily pliable in response). 

Most of us know the experience of wanting another 
person to relate to us in some particular way, but want• 
ing them to do so spontaneously. Winnicott ( I 969) 
wrote a paper about this in which the baby is, in the end, 
happy not to have destroyed the mother's spontaneous 
subjectivity by its demands. The maternal object turns 
out to be a maternal subject as well-even better. How• 
evei; we must develop to the point where we genuinely 
experience •even better" at the realization of the other 
as subject. lntersubjectivity, as a clinical theory, tries to 
explain how we can help patients learn to use the ana
lyst-object's subjectivity, or perhaps more accurately, 
learn how to tolerate and even take pleasure in being 
part of a team of subjects co-creating psychological 
events that are partially gratifying flibidinally, aggres• 
sively, narcissistically) for all. 

Fonagy's and-Target's 
Mentalization 
Patients enter therapy with varying degrees of ability to 
be such a psychological team player. A;; infants develop, 
they experience bodily sensations and the rudiments of 
emotions. They are stepping out onto the dance floor of 
life. Others help them get into a good rhythm, back away 
from them, bump into them, and step on their psychic 
toes. If the world of others already on the dance floor 
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ahead of them provides adequate help, inlantS end up 
regulating and expressing thcir affcas in ways that faciJ. 
1ute good dancing. If not, they might become confused 
by their fccJin&s, might name them differently than 
most of us do, might too qu1cldy conclude that any bad 
interper.;<>nal event lthe kind that leads us to sometimes 
say saicasucally •that went well") is conclusive evidence 
of a bad self or a bad other, or might find 1t difficult to 
regulate their affective SUtes. 

PeteI Fon.agy and Mary Target 12007, p. 917) argued 
that I) "the enema.I world is not an independently ex
isting 'given,' for the infant to disoover; as is sometimes 
implicitly assumed. lnfantS acquire knowledge about 
the world not just through their own explorations of it 
but by using other minds as teaehers"; 2) •the e:xpcri• 
ence of exrernal reality is invariably shaped through sub
jectivities-"; and 3) "at first the infant assumes that lus 
knowledge is knowledge held by all, that wlut he knows 
is known by others and that what is known by others is 
accessible to him. Only slowly does the uniqueness of 
his own p.:ispecci•e differentiate so that a sense of men
tal self can develop.• There is a f.mdammttl human par• 
a!lox here. What anyone does when interacting with you 
IS a aucia.l element in creating -your reality. So when pa
tients ask with frustration, "What arc you doing! I don't 
want to tallc about that. I want to be unmerscd in this 
thought or feeling,• they (and I) are encountering the 
paradox of needing the cooperauon of another person to 
maximize the subjectivity of themselves whtle being 
forced to fflX>glll2lC that the other person is at least par• 
tially en~ in the process of elaborating their own 
subjectivity. 

Fonagy and his colleagues Juve termed this capac
ity-in wluch each of twO people in the dyad remains 
aware wt the other is representing the unfolding expe
rience in his or her own unique way-menlllJization. 
They IFonagy and Target 1996, 2002; Ta.get and Fon
agy 1996) luve been arguing wt this capacity develops 
more in some people than others. Their introduction of 
this concept into the psychoanalytic literature was not 
the result of armcluu theorizing. It grew out of their 
work with traumatized people who seemed to luve sig• 
nificant difficulty intuiting others' thoughtS and feel
ings, equated their internal States with external rcal.ity 
(e.g., if I feel really bad, then a really bad person must 
have just done a really bad thing), and related to others 
as though what they did was like a child in pretend play 
and thus would have no real impact on the other. Ac• 
tions counted, but mental states or word• scerocd •o be 
ueatcd as something they could discount, devalue, or 
make indevant i! the analys, tned to inteJpret. 

Tex1bool< of Psychoonolysls. Second Eation 

Mentallzation is another inherently intersubjectivc 
concepL It empbasiles not only tlut human interac
tions depend on the rapid negotiation of dueling repre
sentations but also tlut the ability to deteet and nego
tiate these different representations is a developmental 
achievement that rcsultS from practicing with adultS 
who are themselves competent at iL It is not simply a 
matter of developing a capacity and then practicing it 
with others. It LS something one can only do with oth
ers from the Stan. 

Hoffman's Dialectical 
Constructivism 
This perspective has been developed in a unique way in 
the theory of d.ialcctical constructivism created by Irwin 
Hoffman. For Hoffman, the experience of the patient is 
always contextual, including the concext aeated by the 
spootaneOUS participation of the therapist. This partici
pation is personal-that is, it is inevitably infused by and 
reveals the uocooscious personality of the therapist and 
the therapist's emotional involvement, which will show 
itSelf unless deliberately restrained !which Hoffman does 
not recommend) because "the analytic situation lends 
nself to a high probability tlut our experience within our 
analytic rolt will include intense, responsive, passionate 
feeling;s, if we open ourse.lves to them as we bear the 
details ol patients' s> •fferiog, thcu historical oripns, and 
the often impressive, even heroic strivings al the patient, 
despite the obstacles, to survive, to live, and even to 
grow" (Hoffman 2009, p. 635). Because thr tlDCOllsciotlS 

sources of this paroapation by the therapist arc not self. 
evident, bo<h the therapist and the patient are me to look 
at them as one might examine a card on a projective psy
chological iest such as the Thematic Appoc:epdou ~ 
The behavior of the analyst and the tnternal experience 
underlying it arc inherently ambiguous. Everyt;lung that 
the analyst does and says,-and also a moment when the 
analyst does nothing or says nothing. but might have-ts 
Open tointerprcution by CM paticm i\sHoffman(J983) 
algl.lcd, tlus makes the patient a legitimate and necessary 
interpreter of the analyst's experience. The patient's 
U1terprctati0r1S of the analyst's experience are-as Hoff
man's mentor, Menon Gill (I 9831. put it-always to be 
treated as plausible. ltS plausibility i.s the analyst's sun
ing point 10 taking it up with the pauent. He does not 
mean to •assume the patient's interprcution o4 the ana
lyst JS the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth.• Ratbet. be means ro • su.n out by treating it ..s 
plausible" artd go from there. 
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Intersubjectivity 

In one of Hoffman's (1994) case repons, a pati'ent 
opened the hour by confronting him with the demand 
that he do something concrete and immediate tO help 
her feel less anxious or she would quit therapy. She 
wanted Valium but didn't want the hassle of a psychiat
ric evaluation. Hoffman also belielled going that route to 
get the Valium would be a burden for her; She had to go 
to work and school that day, and her functioning would 
be impaired by her intense anxiety. She confronted him 
with the question of whether he cared more about fol
lowing good analytic form or helping her; He tried tO get 
her to reflect on the pros and cons of his responding to 
her demand. Believing that the analyst is always co-con• 
structing the patient's experience and that struggling 
out loud with such a dilemma rather than taking the 
position that analysts do not do such things, he asked 
her if she had an internist he might call. She gave him 
a name and number, as though that satisfied her, but 
while he was on the phone, right there during the ses
-sion, she began to whisper to herself that what was 
happening was crazy because she could obviously have 
done this herself. The internist readily agreed to pre
scribe a tranquilizer. 

Hoffman theorized that a projective identification 
was operative, but he hypothesized (in a two-person 
constructivist model) that it was his own. By refusing 
categOrically, he would have been projecting his static 
version of an analyst-patient self-object representa
tion. Agreeing to her demand, he argued, shook them 
loose from a projection he would have been initiating. 
He called her bluff and also challenged the force of his 
own internalized patient-analyst representation. The 
_patient, in rum, was freed from her tendency to submit 
to the requirement that she do it the authority figure's 
way. As a result, and more important, she could freely
not forced by the analyst's interpretation-show an in
tereSt in the pros and cons of an interaction-enactment 
that she had initiated. 

In addition, however, Hoffman was also unusually 
deal; among intersubjective theorists, in stating that the 
patient remains ~ distinct individual with an uniquely 
structured unconscious through which he or she expe
riences and responds to the analyst. Adding an existen
tial nOte, Hoffman put this in terms of responsibility. 
In response to a mistake made by the therapist, one pa
tient will quit treatment, whereas an.other will confront 
the therapist. If he had refused tO call the internist and 
the patient had quit therapy, then that would have been 
her responsibility. Hoffman chose tO view such actions 
not simply as inevitable expressions of each patient's 
unconscious psychology but also as a matter of choioe 
and free will. 
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Dissociation 

The intersubjective attitude often removes repression 
as the quintessential defense and replaces it with dis
sociation, a defense that, in turn, is usually viewed as 
having arisen because of a developmental breakdown 
or trauma in the patient's interpersonal world rather 
than mainly through intrapsychic conflict. Some expe
riences cannot be assimilated intO the world as it is 
represented in the mind of the individual This creates 
a different problem for the mind than those that 
repression attempts to solve. How will I express my 
aggression! What will I do with my sexual excitement! 
If ideas about acting out one's sexuality or aggression 
catalyze (defendable! manageable!) anxiety, then the 
idea can be repressed and the feeling can be preserved. 
So we say, "That wasn't my wish" or "I only meant" or 
"The frus.tration I was really angry about is,• and we 
sub,,tirute another idea for the original wish, meaning, 
or frustration. Wben, however, an experience would 
force a complete destruction of the interpersonal world 
as one has represented it unconsciously, then the 
accompanying anxiety is catastrophic, and that world 
can be preserved only by dissociating, or splitting off, 
the experience (usually also a whole categOry of experi. 
enceJ. 

Arguably, the most comprehensive contemporary 
theory of trauma and dissociation has been created by 
Philip Bromberg (1991, 1998). In his formulation, each 
person's individual unconscious psychology develops 
and is organized by both conflict and trauma. Psycho
logical trauma, even in a mild form (if any trauma can be 
called mild), always precipitously disrupts self-<:ontinuity 
by invalidating patterns of interaction that give mean• 
ing tO life and tell each of us who we are. Thluma has a 
"this can't be happening to me• quality, so tO preserve 
the •me" I have known myseli as, I will split it off from 
the •me• to whom this is happening. The main reason 
why the experience cannot be reflected on and inte
grated into a new whole self is that the affects evoked 
by the experience are too intense. They disrupt the 
cognitive functioning that such sell-reflection requires. 
Bromberg summed up this perspective in 1991: "Sim
ply put, the patient is seen not as someone in need of 
'insight' that will correct faulty reality but as someone 
in need of a relationship with another person through 
which words can be found for that which has no verbal 
language. As the patient finds words with which to rep
resent his experience, he 'knows' himself" (Bromberg 
1991, p, 419). 
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The traumatized patient who USC$ dissociation as a 
major defense will predictably find anything unex
pected happening as severely disruptive. Events rang
ing from a missed appointment to an off-the-mark 
affective reaction in the therapiSt can trigger confusion, 
anger, an anxious need to get away from the therapist, 
and security-rest0ring thoughts about being free to 
leave the therapy. The last of these is an attempt by the 
patient tO create an antidote to the inherent quality of 
trauma, emphasized by Bromberg as something from 
which there is no escape (e.g., •1 couldn't leave my abu
sive or rejecting mother, but I can leave you"). 

Arguably, however, the core of traumatic experi
ence-and the aspect of ttauma that moSt strongly calls 
for an intersubjective focus on the part of the analyst
is an experience (or an accumulation of experiences) 
that remains beyond words in the mind. Therefore, a 
more complete account of trauma, dissociation, and 
interSUbjectivity can be created by combining the work 
of Bromberg with that of Donnel Stern. Although we 
long emphasized the unconscious as a repository of re
pressed ideas, in 1915 Freud wrote: "The conscious 
presentation comprises the presentation of the thing 
plus the presentation of th.e word belonging t0 it, while 
the unconscious presentation is the presentation of the 
thing alone• (p. 201). The "thing" is not so much an 
idea as much as it is what Stern (1983, 1987, 1989) 
called "unformulated experience.» Both Freud and Stern 
leave an appropriate element of uncertainty about ex
actly what internal unconscious experience is before it 
is formulated vetbally in consciousness. 

This notion, although true to some extent for all 
patients, is especially true for patients reintegrating trau
matically dissociated parts (perhaps, more accurately, 
versions) of themselves: 

When a patient is finally able to think about a previ
ously unacc:epted pan of life, seldom are fully formu
lated thoughts simply waiting to be discovered, ready 
for exposition. Instead, what is usually experienced is 
a kind of confusion-a oonfusion with newly apprecia
ble possibilities, and peihaps an intriguing confusion, 
but a confusion or a puzzle nevertheless. Unconscious 
clarity rarely underlies defmse. (Stem 1983, p. 71) 

Textbook of Psychoanalysis. Second Edrlion 

Tbe technical implication is that patient and ther
apist will t0gether create the story of this lost seJi For 
example, the therapist will see what he or she believes 
as p0ssibilities that the patient's way of narrating life 
events does not make clear but allows the therapist to 
surmi:se. Thus the intersubjective-relational therapist 
might be less concerned that a suggestion will bypass a 
defense than that lack of '! suggestion will leave a lost 
version of the self out of the story. Such a therapist 
might say: "You haven't said this, but the way you tell 
that story led me to think that such and such could 
have been said, and it would have fit in perfectly.» . 

Stem (1983, 1987, 1989) extensively developed this 
perspective through his writings on unformulated expe
rience. Whatever any patient knows about herself or 
hiroself at any moment is not a static set of conscious, 
preconscious, and unconscious ideas but rather an in
ternaliiud VP.rSion of what the patient and the therapist 
have put into words togethei: That version can.not be 
simply a representation of a transcendent, fixed, and 
immutable truth about who the patient really is, but is a 
jointly created revision of the story about himself or her
self with which the patient entered therapy. 

Conclusion 

Psychoanalysis has not, for better or worse, ended up 
with a, single, universally embraced model of develop
ment, mind, and treatment, nor are its various schools 
mutually exclusive. None of the intersubjective authors 
talk to patients all the time as though those patients had 
no mind in which feeling ancl thinking were happening. 
They all do add some measure of "we" where "you" and 
•1• once prevailed hegemonically. Jn addition, they in
creasingly recognize that psychoanalysis tries to use what 
analysts know about aHect (an imffi"':liate assessment of 
the state of the self in its interpersonal world; Spezzano 
1993) and relationship (a constant conflict between the 
affective state of the self and that of all others in the sub
jectively experienced interpersonal world) to help lessen 
patients' suffering and increase their well-being. 



KEY POINTS 

• In the intersubjective modeL the potient and analyst are both subjects. 

• Although the roots of infersubjeclivtty can be traced to the INO!k of Ferenczi Sullivan, 
Falrt>airn. WIMlcotf. Klein and Bion. and Kohut, its current life within psychoanalysis was 
launched by Stolorow. Atwood, and Ross between 1978 and 1988. 

• According to Greenberg and Mitchell, there ore two main trends in psychoanalytic 
theor121ng: one In which the building blocks of the unconscious mind are endogenously 
arising wishes derived from sexual and aggressive drives; and the other In which the 
building blacks ore representations of relational experiences. 

• Mitchel's lntersubjective attifude emphasized the need of each patient for a custom
ized relationship within which psychoonolylic Interpretations have an optimal chance 
to become useful. 

• In the Barangers' theory of the bipersonal analytic field. the analyst and patient define 
each other. and the two characters form a new psychic structure. 

• Thomas Ogden conceptualized the intersubjective analytic "fhlrd· as a normal port of 
analytic work. 

• Jessica Benjamin highlighted the critical Importance to development and psycho
analysis of mutual recognition by the subjects involved In any interaction. 

• Raymond Friedman and Joseph Natterson reminded us !hot analytic events ore am
biguous and complex. and recognition of co-responsibility enables understanding 
and helps bring about a constructive Ollltcome. 

• MentaHzation, os conceptualized by Fonogy and colleagues. is the capacity to re
main aware that each of us is represenffing the unfolding experience In his or her own 
unique way. 

• According to Irwin Hoffman. the experience of the patient is always contextuoL Includ
ing the context created by the spontaneous participotlon of the therapist. 

• The intersubjeciive attitude often removes repression os the quintessential defense 
and replaces it with dissociation. 

• Arguably. the most comprehensive contemporary theory of trauma and dissociation 
has been created by Philip Bromberg. 

• Stern emphasized that patients come to us with unformulated experiences. about 
which the patient and the analyst create a story. That story cannot be simply a repre
sentation of a transcendent, fixed. and Immutable truth about who the patient really 
is. but is a jointly created revision of the story about himself or herself with which the pa
tient entered therapy. 
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